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ABSTRACT: Despite cobalt and iron−carbon interactions playing an important role in environmental
chemistry activities, major questions are still unresolved on the prevailing mechanism, surface state,
required structure, and the origin of apparent particle size dependence in carbon nanotube synthesis or
other heterogeneous catalytic process such as Fischer−Tropsch (F−T) synthesis. In this paper, we focus
our attention on well-defined bimetallic FeCo clusters embedded in a carbon matrix to study separately
size, alloy, and interface effects on physical properties. First the size-dependent evolution of the intrinsic
structural and magnetic properties was estimated by using density-functional ab initio calculations for
relaxed B2 (CsCl-like) FeCo nanoclusters. Then, assemblies of mass-selected clusters preformed in the
gas phase by using the low-energy cluster beam deposition (LECBD) technique and coated with a carbon
film were investigated by use of various experimental techniques that include transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry as well as synchrotron techniques such as extended X-
ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). All these results show that the carbon
solubility is a size-dependent process and that annealing allows us to reach the chemically ordered B2 phase only for FeCo
nanoparticles larger than 5 nm in diameter.
KEYWORDS: size effect, bimetallic nanoalloy, chemical order, superparamagnetism, carbide formation and chemical reactivity

1. INTRODUCTION

Being able to take full advantage of synergistic effects of
bimetallic nanoalloys is a real challenge as well as providing
solutions for the substitution of critical metals (rare earth or
platinum group metals).1 Like iron, the most abundant and
low cost metal, cobalt is commonly combined with other
metals to create alloys. Cobalt and iron−carbon interactions
play an important role in various industrial activities such as
carbon nanotube synthesis and liquid fuel production by the
Fischer−Tropsch (F−T) process with an increasing interest
for FeCo catalysts.2,3 Nevertheless, among other factors, the
ongoing challenge remains the influence of the catalyst particle
size (the size effect) and the incorporation of an additional
metal (the alloying effect) in the surface-specific activity
(turnover frequency, TOF).4,5

Moreover, pure Fe and Co are both ferromagnetic with
different bulk structures, bcc and hcp, respectively. Despite
having the largest saturation magnetization at ambient
temperature, the bulk intermetallic FeCo compound has a
cubic structure stable in the range of 29−70 at. % Co.6 The B2
(CsCl-type) structure of FeCo is a chemically ordered
structure which can be viewed as two interpenetrating simple
cubic sublattices in which the Fe atoms occupy one sublattice
and the Co atoms occupy the other.7 Because of this cubic
symmetry, FeCo has a low magnetocrystalline anisotropy and

is thus considered as a soft magnet but still having many
applications from power generation to microwave communi-
cations.8

At the nanoscale, crystallized FeCo particles have facets to
minimize their surface energy, but both Fe and Co have almost
the same atomic size and similar surface energies. It is thus not
obvious to predict the existence of surface segregation in favor
of one particular species upon alloying.9 In addition, it is very
delicate to experimentally confirm the B2 phase in bimetallic
nanoparticle assemblies with such a small Z contrast.
Furthermore, finite size effects are expected to affect the
magnetic properties, which depend on the detailed electronic
structure and are consequently related to the chemical
reactivity. In particular, the carbon environment may
drastically change the magnetic moment and anisotropy of
FeCo nanoalloys and could even make this “soft” material
appealing for magnetic storage applications.10 Indeed, density
functional theory calculations recently predicted that tetrago-
nal distortion induced in FeCo alloys doped by carbon could
lead to potential new rare-earth-free permanent magnets.11
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In previous papers we have studied the thermally activated
chemical order transition in FeCo nanoparticles prepared by
low-energy clusters beam deposition (LECBD).10,12 Because of
the low Z contrast (ΔZ = 1) between Fe and Co atoms, we
performed X-ray diffraction experiments on such annealed
nanoalloys at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facilities
(ESRF) by choosing X-ray energy just below the Fe−K
absorption edge, where a maximum of anomalous contrast for
the atomic scattering factor is expected. Even for the largest
FeCo nanoparticles of 5 nm median diameter, we have not
been able to evidence the chemically ordered bulk-like B2
phase by seeing the supplementary (100), (111), and (012)
reflections forbidden in the A2 chemically disordered bcc
phase. Such results have been corroborated by calculations of
simulated X-ray scattering curves performed for B2 phase
FeCo nanoparticles of rhombic dodecahedron shape with
equivalent size.12 Nuclear magnetic resonance, known as a
well-adapted technique for low chemical contrast, has also not
been able to evidence B2 chemical order due to the small
quantity of matter in our samples.13,14 Therefore, a particular
strategy based on extended X-ray absorption edge fine
structure (EXAFS) experiments and simulations at both Fe
and Co K-edges has been developed as well as accurate
magnetic characterizations on as-prepared and annealed FeCo
clusters embedded in carbon.15 We have shown that upon
annealing crystallographic order and magnetic properties are
improved, but we have not been able to detect without
ambiguity the B2 chemical order probably due to the
competition between stable iron carbide formation and
cobalt−carbon demixing in bimetallic nanoparticles prepared
by clusters deposition.
In this paper, we would like to verify whether carbon

solubility effects are size dependent as recently theoretically
predicted in phase diagrams for Ni−C nanoparticles16 and to
provide a basic understanding of the true influence of size and
alloying effects on the catalytic performance. We have thus
prepared benchmark Co- and Fe-based mono- and bimetallic

nanoparticles (NPs) by mass-selected LECBD (MS-LECBD),
embedded in a carbon matrix, having a size range between 3
and 6 nm in diameter with a small dispersion. Annealing
treatments have been performed to study the structure and
magnetism of the equilibrium phase as a function of the FeCo
nanoparticles size by using advanced state-of-the-art character-
ization techniques. The experimental results are compared to
theoretical calculations for B2 relaxed FeCo clusters and with
C impurities.

2. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY (DFT)
CALCULATIONS

First of all, we present density-functional ab initio calculation
results performed using the SIESTA code17 to study electronic,
magnetic, and structural properties of relaxed rhombic
dodecahedron FeCo nanoparticles in the B2 phase as a
function of the number of atoms per cluster (N). More details
on the DFT calculations and the cluster morphology of clusters
are described in the Supporting Information where the results
of the interatomic distances, the magnetic moments per atom,
and the number of holes are reported (Table S1). Figure 1
shows the evolution of the mean interatomic distances (Fe−
Fe, Co−Co, and Fe−Co) for the different sizes in the B2
phase. The two spots for the same size correspond to the two
possible central atom positions (see Figure S1). The large
symbols in Figure 1 correspond to rhombic dodecahedron (N
= 15, 65, and 175), whereas the small symbols correspond to
the truncated dodecahedron clusters (N = 59, 145, and 169).
The results plotted in Figure 1 show that the FeCo clusters
have a CoCo interatomic distance shorter than a FeFe distance
with the latter remaining close to that of the bulk for all the
sizes. This shows that relaxation effects are larger in the CoCo
planes than in the FeFe planes. For both homoatomic
distances, it can be noted that as the size of the nanoparticle
increases, the calculated values converge (with a N−1/3

evolution, shown as dashed lines) toward a single bulk
distance (FeFe = CoCo) as reported on the y-axis of Figure 1.

Figure 1. Evolution of the mean interatomic distances of Fe−Fe, Co−Co, and Fe−Co calculated for B2 FeCo phase as a function of size (N is the
number of atoms per cluster) from SIESTA calculations (symbols). Vertical lines correspond to clusters with mean diameter 3.7, 4.3, and 6.1 nm,
while the horizontal ones correspond to the experimental distances previously obtained on unselected FeCo sample in ref 15. The large symbols are
for rhombic dodecahedron, whereas small symbols correspond to the truncated dodecahedron clusters. The stars in the first blue vertical line
correspond to the distances inferred from EXAFS measurements on the largest annealed (FeCo)6nm sample.
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Moreover, on the same graph, the three vertical dashed blue
lines are marked for clusters having respectively N = 1695,
4641, and 9855, corresponding to FeCo clusters with a
diameter of around 3.7, 4.3, and 6.1 nm which are further
experimentally studied. The three horizontal dash-dotted lines
correspond to previous experimental distances (FeFe = 2.78 Å,
CoCo = 2.74 Å, and FeCo = 2.47 Å) obtained from EXAFS
measurements on unselected FeCo clusters (with a median
diameter of ∼3.2 nm and a large log-normal size dispersion of
∼0.45) embedded in a carbon matrix after annealing.15 The
different values obtained for homoatomic distances on
unselected FeCo annealed clusters can qualitatively be related
to element-specific relaxation effects, as already observed in
chemically ordered CoPt nanoalloys.18 This effect is
qualitatively reproduced by the DFT calculations. In addition
to distances and magnetic moments computed for perfect B2
FeCo nanocrystallites, we have also considered extrinsic
contributions related to the carbon environment: additional
DFT calculations have been performed for a 65-atoms FeCo
cluster, where one carbon atom is included in different surface
sites. The main effects produced by a C impurity are to
decrease the average spin polarization moment per atom and
to produce local atomic distortions (see Figure S2). Moreover,
we find that in calculations with two C impurities carbon
atoms prefer to be separated from each other, favoring metal−
carbon pair formation. When the number of added C atoms at
the cluster surface is increased, the average spin polarization
moment is all the more reduced as the magnetic moment per
Fe or Co atom close to C atom is antiparallel coupled to the
small magnetic moment (∼0.2 μB) per C impurity.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Scheme 1, the mass-selected LECBD technique, described
in detail elsewhere,19 is used to prepare benchmark size
selected nanoparticles embedded in a carbon matrix. Pure or
bimetallic clusters are produced in a laser vaporization source
with the same stoichiometry as the target and then size
selected in the gas phase by an electrostatic quadrupole
deflector (used as a mass filter).20 Only cations are deflected,
mass-selected, and deposited without coalescence on a
substrate (amorphous carbon grid for TEM and Si wafer for
other measurements) under ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) con-
ditions. Before transfer to air, all the samples are protected by a
carbon layer coating, deposited using a homemade evapo-
rator.21 Both energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) and Rutherford
backscattering (RBS) provide conclusive results concerning the
equiatomic nature of the supported FeCo nanoparticles and
show that there exists no sign of oxidation.10

From transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observa-
tions, the efficiency of the mass selection can be seen in the
Supporting Information (Figure S3 and Table S2), where each
cluster size histogram can be described by a Gaussian size
distribution centered on a mean diameter Dm with a relative
narrow size dispersion ω = σD/Dm (where σD is the standard
deviation) of ∼0.1 for both as-prepared pure and mixed
clusters deposited on TEM grids. In the following, we present
results obtained on samples of size-selected FeCo nano-
particles with three different mean diameters centered on 3.7,
4.3, and 6.1 nm, labeled (FeCo)3nm, (FeCo)4nm, and
(FeCo)6nm, respectively. A spherical shape is only observed
for the as-prepared (FeCo)3nm sample while ramified structures
begin to form for the larger sizes (FeCo)4nm and (FeCo)6nm
samples. As previously discussed, such particle morphology

changes depend on the growth kinetics of metal clusters in the
gas phase which are governed by external parameters (laser
power, carrier gas pressure, etc.).22

To reach the equilibrium phase, as-prepared FeCo samples
have been annealed under UHV conditions at a temperature of
500 °C for 2 h and reimaged for conventional size histograms.
Annealing systematically induces a morphology change to
more energetically favorable spherical nanoparticles with no
coalescence between NPs, as shown in the TEM images and
histograms obtained before and after annealing on mass-
selected (FeCo)4nm and (FeCo)6nm samples (Figure 2). The
corresponding mean diameters and dispersions are reported in
Table 1 where the larger the initial diameter, the greater the
decrease in diameter after annealing (up to 13% for the
(FeCo)6nm sample). This apparent size reduction upon
annealing may be explained by the fact that the diameter,
estimated from TEM images using the projected area of a
nanoparticle (ellipsoidal model), can be inaccurate and
overestimated for nonspherical morphologies.
As for unselected clusters,15 conventional high-resolution

TEM (HRTEM) observations do not permit us to distinguish
a chemically ordered B2 structure from random body-
centered-cubic A2 (W-type) structure (see Figure S4). With
the development of spherical aberration correction technology
for electron microscopy, sophisticated atomic-scale chemical
mapping in the scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) geometry utilizing combination of energy-dispersive
X-ray spectra (STEM-EDS) and electron-energy-loss spectra
(STEM-EELS) signal could have been used to try to

Scheme 1. Overview of the Mass-Selected Cluster Generator
Based on a Combined Nd:YAG Laser Vaporization/Inert
He Gas Condensation Source, Associated with an
Electrostatic Quadrupole Deviator and UHV Deposition
Chamber; A Home-Made UHV Carbon Evaporator Is Used
for in Situ Sample Preparation of Size-Selected Magnetic
Nanoparticles Embedded in a Carbon Matrix (Bottom
Right)
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discriminate the crystal lattice and chemical structure on a
number of intermetallic FeCo NPs.23

Our alternative strategy has been to use statistical techniques
based on the chemical selectivity of X-rays absorption (XAS)
performed on thick samples made up of a 2D configuration of
alternating layers of mass-selected clusters and amorphous
carbon matrix with a total of 28 layers of clusters
(corresponding to ∼1014 clusters per sample) deposited on
the Si substrate, as illustrated in Scheme 1. We have performed
XAS experiments at both Fe and Co K-edges because EXAFS
measurements provide quantitative information about the local
structure near the probed atom and on the nature of its
neighbors. To better separate the influence of annealing,
alloying, and size effects, we systematically investigate identical
pairs of samples: one as-prepared and one annealed FeCo
nanoparticle sample. In the following, we discuss the thermal
evolution in the Fourier transform (FT) of the EXAFS
oscillations at each edge, assimilated to the nearest-neighbor
(NN) radial distribution in specific atomic environments. For
reference, we also study pure 4 nm size-selected Fe and Co
clusters presented in the Supporting Information. In Figure S5,
one can see that upon annealing the intensity of the first NN
peak (located at 2 Å) in the Co nanoparticles increases due to
a crystal coordination enhancement. The carbide shoulder

present in the first NN peak for both as-prepared samples
almost disappears in annealed Co clusters, while Fe−C bonds
remain predominant in annealed Fe nanoparticles. This allows
us to define two trends: one for iron particles, where annealing
is unable to get rid of carbon insertion, and one for cobalt
particles, where annealing expels the carbon atoms from the
particles back to the matrix, as already observed from magnetic
measurements.25

For the as-prepared bimetallic FeCo clusters, the three
nanoparticle sizes exhibit qualitatively the same XAS signals at
both edges (see Figures S6 and S7), and the EXAFS
simulations are very similar to the local crystallographic
parameters obtained for the unselected FeCo sample.15

On the contrary, after annealing, while a disordered
structure persists for smaller FeCo particles (see Figures S8
and S9), a strong structuration in the radial distribution is
observed on the larger (FeCo)6nm sample (see Figure 3b,e)
which is completely different from that of the (FeCo)4nm
sample (see Figure 3a,d).
In the case of the annealed (FeCo)6nm sample, a shift in the

first NN peak with a large intensity increase (it is more than
doubled) is observed as well as three new peaks resulting from
the next NN scattering up to 6 Å. Noticeably, the pseudo radial
pair distribution at both edges is very similar to the one of a
metallic Fe bcc foil (see Figure S10). Because a bcc pure Co
structure cannot be formed, this indicates that Co necessarily
has Fe neighboring atoms. In addition, looking at the usual
carbide prepeak (∼1.5 Å), this shoulder is strongly diminished
at the iron edge and almost disappears at the cobalt edge. But
the best evidence of higher carbide stability for the iron
environment can be found in the broader first NN peak at the
Fe K-edge compared to the one at the Co K-edge. This
broadening is probably related to local atomic distortions

Figure 2. TEM images for as-prepared mass-selected FeCo nanoparticles (a, b) and upon annealing at 500 °C for 2 h in UHV (c, d) for the
(FeCo)4nm (top) and (FeCo)6nm (bottom) sample with corresponding size histogram before (including Gaussian fit in the blue dotted line) and
after annealing (including Gaussian fit in the red solid line).

Table 1. Mean Diameter (Ellipsoidal Model) and
Dispersion Obtained from TEM Histogram Simulations on
As-Prepared and Annealed (FeCo)4nm and (FeCo)6nm
Samples

as-prepared annealed

FeCo samples Dm (nm) ± 0.2 ω ± 0.03 Dm (nm) ± 0.2 ω ± 0.03

(FeCo)4nm 4.3 0.12 3.9 0.14
(FeCo)6nm 6.1 0.13 5.3 0.13
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induced by carbon impurities, as exemplified by DFT
calculations.
A quantitative EXAFS analysis is performed by fitting the k2-

weighted function χ(k) to the standard EXAFS formula using
the IFEFFIT software package and a perfect B2 phase.24 The
EXAFS oscillations and corresponding best fits at the Fe and
Co K-edge for the annealed (FeCo)6nm sample are presented in
Figure 3c,f. The results of best fits are tabulated in Table 2.
Notice that in the bulk B2 phase there are eight homoatomic
NN (in the centers of the neighbored cubes) and six

heteroatomic next NN (located at the neighbored vertices of
the lattice). For this (FeCo)6nm sample, we obtained reduced
5.1 (4.9) NN and 3.8 (3.7) next NN at the Fe edge (Co edge)
which can be related to broken metallic bonds at the NP
surface (see Table 2). Moreover, setting the NN ratio for each
species to the 8/6 value of the bulk B2 phase leads to a very
good agreement. The homoatomic distances (dFe−Fe = dCo−Co)
correspond to a single distance of ∼2.80 Å, and the
heteroatomic distance (dCo−Fe = dFe−Co) is equal to 2.46 Å at
both edges (the ratio between these distances is√3/2 ≅ 0.866

Figure 3. Thermal evolution of the NN radial distribution evolution at Fe K-edge (left) and Co K-edge (right) for the (FeCo)4nm (a, d) and
(FeCo)6nm (b, e) samples. EXAFS oscillations and corresponding best fits (in red solid line) for the annealed (FeCo)6nm sample at the Fe K-edge
(c) and Co (f) K-edge.
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for the B2 phase). All these experimental distances are
reported as stars in Figure 1. Even with a Debye−Waller
parameter σ2 relatively large (∼10−2 Å2) for intermetallic NN,
carbon neighbors are needed to be introduced to improve the
quality of the EXAFS fit but only for the iron edge. This
suggests that C atoms mostly occupy interstitial sites near the
Fe atoms and that the surface is made of Fe atoms, thus
enabling the formation of carbon−iron bonds at the cluster

shell. Nevertheless, EXAFS measurements are in favor of a
well-ordered B2 bimetallic phase at the cluster core.
As we have previously shown that interface intermixing

even through one monolayercan drastically change the
magnetic properties,25 in the next section, we present both X-
ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and (SQUID)
magnetometry measurements performed on the same samples.
First, we determine the spin (μs) and orbital (μL) moments

from XMCD measurement on pure and bimetallic nanoalloys
samples at both Fe and Co L-edges.26 For pure samples, we
clearly identify two different XMCD thermal evolutions. For
the as-prepared pure Fe(3nm) sample, we obtain a small total
magnetic moment (μ = μs + μL) (only equal to 60% of the Fe-
bulk μ value), which decreases again by 30% after thermal
treatment. According to ab initio calculations, such a reduction
in μ can be explained by carbide enrichment due to the
annealing process on the iron environment. For the pure as-
prepared Co(3nm) sample, we obtain an equivalently small μ
value (equal to 60% of the Co-bulk μ value) which almost
doubled upon annealing. Such thermal μ enhancement per Co
atom can be explained by the annealing carbon demixing
process in the cobalt environment. By comparison of the

Table 2. Coordination NN Numbers, Debye Waller Value
(σ2 in Å2), and Average Interatomic Distances (R in Å with a
0.01 Å Error Bar) Obtained from the Best Fits of the EXAFS
Oscillations for the Annealed (FeCo)6nm Sample at the Fe
and Co K-Edge

Fe K-edge path NN number σ2 (Å2) R (Å)

Fe−Co 5.1 0.0089 2.46 ± 0.02
Fe−Fe 3.8 0.0104 2.80 ± 0.02
Fe−C 0.6 0.0273 2.02 ± 0.02

Co K-edge path NN number σ2 (Å2) R (Å)

Co−Fe 4.9 0.0089 2.46 ± 0.02
Co−Co 3.7 0.0098 2.81 ± 0.02

Figure 4. XMCD thermal evolution at both Fe (top) and Co (bottom) L-edges for (FeCo)3nm (left) and (FeCo)6nm (right) samples before (in
blue) and after annealing (in red). In green is noted the corresponding Δμ/μ relative thermal variation of total moment.
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XMCD thermal evolution for (FeCo)3nm and (FeCo)6nm
samples, Figure 4 shows that the total magnetic moment (μ
= μs + μL) is reduced (enhanced) for annealed small (large)
FeCo nanoparticles embedded in a carbon matrix. Thus, the
(FeCo)3nm sample follows the Fe magnetic trend even at the
Co edge while the (FeCo)6nm samples follows the Co magnetic
trend with enhanced moments close to the that of the bulk at
the Co edge after annealing and halved at the Fe edge. The
(FeCo)4nm sample corresponds to an intermediate trend where
XMCD signal shows an enhancement at the Co edge, while the
Fe edge remains almost unchanged upon annealing.
Then by studying the zero-field cooled (ZFC)/field cooled

(FC) susceptibility curves as a function of temperature, we
observe that the maximum of the ZFC susceptibility curves
(indicated as Tmax on the Figure 5) increases with the magnetic
size of the cluster. This can be explained by the fact that above
Tmax the superparamagnetic state occurs when the effective
magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE), proportional to the
anisotropy constant and to the volume of nanomagnets ΔE
= K1V, is counterbalanced by the thermal energy kBT. We also
observe a significant Tmax enhancement upon annealing for the
largest FeCo clusters size. By adjusting SQUID magnetic
measurements from triple fit method27 and the total moment
values determined from XMCD, we obtain the corresponding
parameters presented in Table 3. We observe a significant K1

increase of 37% for the annealed (FeCo)6nm sample with
almost the same magnetic diameter as in TEM. Once more,

this MAE evolution is probably due to the thermal structural
evolution from a disordered phase to a main B2 phase obtained
for the largest FeCo nanoparticles embedded in a carbon
matrix.

4. CONCLUSION

On the basis of direct correlation between structural and
magnetic properties, we evidence size-dependent thermal
tendencies for equiatomic FeCo nanoparticles in a carbon
environment. First, we show that at small 3 nm size the FeCo
clusters behave like pure Fe clusters where annealing increases
carbon diffusion into the NPs, thus causing a reduction of the
average magnetic moment per atom. While at the larger 6 nm
size the FeCo clusters behave like Co clusters where annealing
helps demixing the carbon atoms from the clusters, thus
leading to an increased average magnetic moment per atom. At
the intermediate 4 nm FeCo cluster size, there is a progressive
change between these two chemical reactivity tendencies.
Thus, it appears that our results should provide a better basic
understanding of the true influence of size and alloy effects on
the FeCo catalytic performance. For example, one can assume
that in the F-T process an iron-rich surface layer prevents the
cobalt oxidization in FeCo catalysts which exhibit a higher
carbon monoxide conversion and hydrocarbon selectivity than
in pure cobalt catalysts under similar process conditions.3 This
could also explain the synergistic effect in active−active
bimetallic FeCo catalysts where the presence of Co is
suspected to facilitate Fe reduction for the synthesis of
nanotube forests more efficiently than with pure catalyst.2

As an overall conclusion, we show for the first time that
carbon solubility effects are size dependent in FeCo nano-
particles and that above a critical 5 nm diameter the iron
carbide interface promotes a thermally activated transition to
the chemically ordered B2 phase in the alloyed FeCo core,
which is especially interesting for efficient high-frequency
magnetic materials.14 Complementary thermodynamic models
could be interesting to calculate to establish a precise size-
dependent nanocrystalline FeCo-C phase diagram as pre-
viously done for α-phase Fe−C nanoalloys.28 To go a step

Figure 5. ZFC/FC susceptibility curves obtained before (in light) and after annealing (in dark) of (FeCo)3nm (in green), (FeCo)4nm (in blue), and
(FeCo)6nm (in red) samples.

Table 3. Maxima of the ZFC (Tmax), Coercive Field (μ0HC),
and the Deduced Parameters from Triple Fit Adjustment of
the SQUID Measurements for the As-Prepared (FeCo)6nm
Sample and after Annealing

Tmax
(K)

μ0HC
(mT)

Dmag (nm),
ωmag Ms (kA m−1)

K1 (kJ m
−3),

ωK1

as-
prepared

53 101 6.2 ± 0.2,
0.08 ± 0.02

1000 ± 100 120 ± 10,
0.34 ± 0.05

annealed 78 121 6.1 ± 0.2,
0.12 ± 0.02

1200 ± 100 165 ± 10,
0.40 ± 0.05
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further, it would be essential to test the performance in real
conditions of such naked mass-selected FeCo NPs as more
active, more selective, more stable, and less expensive Fischer−
Tropsch catalysts. Investigation of evolution of their
physicochemical properties under a reactant gas mixture of
CO and H2 could be performed at different steps of redox
reactions thanks to advanced experimental characterization
tools available at synchrotron radiation facilities.29
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